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About This Software

If you have any problems, please post a thread in the community or send an email to support@rainysoft.cc
Just complaining in the review and then giving the bad review can not solve any problems, thanks for you help.

Make Your Wallpaper Yours!

RainWallpaper is a powerful customizable live wallpaper engine that allows you to easily create wallpapers containing videos,
web pages, clocks, weather, text, images, etc. via the built-in WYSIWYG visual designer with minimal CPU and RAM usage.

You are only limited by your imagination and creativity.

FEATURES

Support Translucent Taskbar(win10)

Build-in WYSIWYG visual designer makes it easy to create wallpapers with videos, web pages, clocks, weather etc.

Build-in Steam Workshop makes it easy to download and share wallpapers with just One-Click.

Clean UI, Easy to use and minimum CPU and RAM usage.

Wallpapers will pause while playing games or running full screen application.
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Support Multi-Monitors

Bring life to your desktop with realtime graphics, videos, applications or websites.

Personalize your wallpaper or create your own wallpapers using the built-in Wallpaper Designer.

Interactive wallpapers that can be controlled with your mouse and with click-on cool effects.

Support for all aspect ratios and native resolutions including 16:9, 21:9, 16:10, 4:3 etc.

Animate new live wallpapers from live themes or import HTML or video files for the wallpaper.

Supported video formats: mp4, avi, mov, wmv.

FAQ

Q: Why can not display desktop icons?
A: 1. Please add RainWallpaper EXE and Path to your AntiVirus Software's Trust-White-List and Restart computer

  2. Make sure your Windows had enabled Aero
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Title: RainWallpaper
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Design & Illustration, Utilities, Early Access
Developer:
RainySoft
Publisher:
RainySoft
Release Date: 28 Jan, 2019
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Absolutely lovely set. The first set of fully panelled Churchward Era Carriages in Train Simulator, lovely to see these, they look
excellent behind a Saint, Star, or Early Era Castle. I highly recommend these, MatrixTrains certainly fills a wonderful role for
pre-BR coaches.. I am not much for writing reviews on games, but the developers just launchend a huge update adding more
content and fixing bugs that people were having trouble with before. They have listen'd to the feedback they got on reddit and
here on steam. Not every first game launches can be a big success.

There is not alot of content in this game, hence the price. I have played just over an hour and had my fair bit of fun, for that
small price I would say it's worth it.

There is a bit of a learning curve to get the bullets flying where you want them to go, but after a while of playing you'll get the
hang of it, making the whole experience quite fun.

Final word: The game is not expensive and totally worth the price, atleast in the state it's in now! :). enjoyable enough for what it
is. Best two wheeler simulation played till now, awesome visuals and fun to play, bundled with many types of racing class. A
limited number of customization, Just missing vinyl options otherwise its great. Rider options are also cool. Will try multiplayer
and update, but so far its too good !. Casual gaming does not mean there is no adrenalin rush. If by "Casual" you mean fragging
other on-line pilots with a beer next to your joystick, you know it is a load of fun!. This is an amazing DLC. It adds tons of new
content to the base game. Worth every single cent.. It's great! Not the most complicated stuff, but we absolutely need more
games line this.
I love everything this dev does, the fact that it's a series delights me even more.. With some work, i see this game on top. Sadly
this game no longer works on windows 10 and there are no servers available. I played the heck out of this game and loved it. If
you want to enjoy this game you better invest in a time machine because its dead.. Cool pack for the price that ruf is so cool
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This is a highly recommended extension for TS2017.

It will not replace the model of the BR101 which comes with other routes, that is not possible within the framework of
TrainSimulator, but it is a very well done lok.

I always shunned scenarios with the original BR101 included with TS2017 - but I very much enjoy driving with this version.

The model is very good with a lot of advanced functionality and, for those who wish to drive with it, it has a properly working
implementation of the PZB and LZB train safety systems. The PZB also has a help-function that can tell you what you did
wrong to cause a PZB braking, if you turn this on (see the manual).

One of the things I like a lot about this lok is the so-called "EbULa", a computer display that shows the features of the route
ahead such as upcoming speed limits and stations. It's like the route-ahead display of the TS HUD - only it's "real" and you have
to keep track by yourself of where you are (by checking the hectometer - poles along the route, matching them with the display,
and paging through the pages of the route-plan).
It works like the real thing (only simplified) - and that's really nice.

What makes this package really nice in comparison to the package you can buy from the website of the producer,
virtualRailroads, are the included scenarios which are really very well done with a lot of realistic AI traffic happening all around
you all the time.

The only two minuses of this package compared to the version available from the vR website, is that 1. the driving trailer is for
some reason not included in this package, and 2. the scenarios which you can download from various German train-sim sites
(such as rail-sim.de) will use the "original" version instead of the Steam version.

With the quality of the included scenarios, and the fact that this version is usable for Workshop scenarios, that's only a minor
issue for me however.. Would be worth the money if it worked. It doesn't though, I've tried it on three computers now and on
each one there was some bug that made it worthless.. Dont get attached to your units, sacrifices must be made to stop the
blitzkrieg.. A unique physics-based game wherein you control a swarm of semi-independent particles. Your powerup determines
how they behave. You simply battle your swarms against the enemy and deplete theirs to destroy the enemy.

A blast to play, & certainly very hard to master. Also, gorgeous representation.. I'd like to give a mixed review, but since I can't,
I'll give it thumbs down. I don't like trying to beat the clock in most time management games, so I just tried playing through the
levels without worrying about the time. The game would have been okay except for two drawbacks, ghosts and healing. When
ghosts appear, they will do damage until they are clicked on. After you get rid of them, more ghosts keep coming and need to be
clicked on as well. This gets old really quickly. I was hoping for a strategy game, not a test of my reflexes. The healing system is
even more frustrating than the ghosts. If you have three workers and one is sick, then you only have two workers. This is
annoying if you want to build something that takes three workers and the system won't let you. The system should say something
like you need to heal a worker instead of just not letting you build something. And trying to heal the workers doesn't always
seem to work right. The summary should show 2 healthy workers and one sick worker so you know if a worker needs to be
healed. Instead the summary will just show two workers. If a worker gets sick at the start of the level, and you haven't built the
healing site yet, then you can't beat the level. The rest of the game isn't too bad, but ghosts and healing were too frustrating for
me to give a thumbs up.. very fun under rated game if you have friends. Awesome turn-based fantasy game. I started playing
since it was recommended as a modern version of Pools of Radiance. Similar gameplay. More humor. Great developer support.
This is neither a hard-core min-max game or for fluffy carebears. You will die and everything won't be obvious right away. But
you don't need the perfect class builds to be successful.

Most important: fun game at a great price.. This game is a product from a joint effort namely https:\/\/www.alawar.com\/ (A
professional Russian company with over 400 employees) and http:\/\/www.toymaninteractive.com\/ (who can't seem to get a
web page together). There are six in this particular series at the moment done by alternating enterprises.

This is a 'Time Management' game meaning it\u2019s a game that tests you in your ability to successfully plan when exercising
conscious control over the amount of time spent on specific activities to reach certain goals. This is all laid out on the
framework of a story where you become stranded on a fictitious island parroted with some symbols and beliefs to that of Easter
Island which is all made apparent thanks to Moai (great big head monoliths). The natives thinking that you are a gift from above
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promise to help you on your way again as long as you help them first and return the island back to its former glory.
Unfortunately this means you are getting the raw end of the deal as you endeavour to gather, construct and defend the island
against hordes of annoying cartoon ghosts, an active volcano, frost bite sickness and several notorious tribes and bandits.

The first ten levels are nicely presented as a learning curve which have a generous amount of time allocated to them that it
would probably be possible to blindfold yourself and randomly click away at the screen and you would still pass all 10 levels
with 3 stars. However after this the difficulty really ramps up and even with successful planning your heart pulse will raise and
you will be forced to wipe sweat from your brow if you intend to continue to try and master a 3 star rating for all 64 levels.

The progression of the story is all nicely illustrated in story book animation while a well done narration helps in maintaining the
mood and the need to progress. Several artwork backdrops and game concepts contain an odd nod and wink here and there to
Easter Island folklore, however I must admit some liberties have been taken there as well (ghosts\/moai).

In a game like this a sense of completion and achievement is made when one nuts out a perfect strategy against pressing time
management. The game successfully tests the gamer in whole range of ways and never did the 64 levels feel like I was doing the
same thing over and over. Neither did it ever feel like one strategy fits all. As each level adapted, my game play and techniques
had to adapt too.

My biggest surprise is this, for the first in the series alawar and toyman did a number of things correct in their time management
game which other companies have definitely failed to implement or master. Some of which are...

* When each level begins you have the ability of running your cursor over each object on the map and see the different
requirements needed, this allows the player to really think about a method of execution before beginning. As soon as you click
the first item on the map though, the game is on.

* While time and resource requirements are very challenging at times they were never impossible. This helped maintain the
games reputation for being a casual enjoyable game. Many companies fail to take into account the transition of app design and
PC. Distances needed to travel on a large pc screen with mouse and pad can be quite significant in comparison to touchscreen
which many companies fail to take into account.

* The versatility of strategy tested here was quite praiseworthy. There were a few levels which required you thanks to limited
land resources to even 'destroy' current resources when you had enough and construct different resources so that you can reach
all stated goals. Many time management games I have played have NEVER tested this concept and often a one tactic fits all.

There are many things to enjoy with this (2013) gem which kept me entertained for well over a week. Definitely worthy of a
gander if it ever goes on sale.

Below is a sample of someone else playing level 9 it should be enough of a sample for you to work out if this is a game for you.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/n0hIClDb1OU
. This games dice randoms seems to give more bad rolls then good ones. I see myself losing every roll of a game and it sucks..
Looks good, but, couldnt stay in the game for more than 20 seconds due to motion sickness.
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